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Man Jadda Wajada 
(The Researcher) 
If the sea has become the ink to write the knowledge of Allah, then 
it will run out before all the knowledge can be written, although if we 
add it with the same portion 
(Qs. Al khafi: 110) 
 
Allah will never change the person’s destiny until they change it by 
them selves 
(Qs. Ar Rad: 11) 
 




The strong person is not the good wrestler 
Rather, the strong person is the one who controls herself when she 
is angry 
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METRIKA AROFAH YUSRIANI, A320090207. PERSISTENCE AND 
PATIENCE IN REACHING DREAM REFLECTED IN AHMAD FUADI’S 
THE LAND OF FIVE TOWERS NOVEL (2011): A PSYCHOANALYTIC 
APPROACH. RESEARCH PAPER. MUHAMMADIYAH UNIVERSITY 
OF SURAKARTA. 2013. 
The problem of this study is “How the major character to reach his dream in 
Ahmad Fuadi’s The Land of Five Towers novel. The study analyzes the novel in 
term of it’s structural elements and based on the psychoanalytic approach. 
The writer employs qualitative method. In this method, those are divided in two 
categories, primary data sources and secondary data. The primary data source is 
the novel itself. The secondary data sources are the books about psychoanalysis 
and other sources, which are related to the analysis. The method of data collection 
is library research and technique of data collection is descriptive analysis. 
Based on the analysis, the researcher draws two conclusions: first, based on the 
structural analysis of the novelit is clear that in The Land of Five Towers novel, 
Ahmad Fuadi delivers message that persistence and patience are needed in 
everyone’s life because it is important and can influence someone’s life to survive 
in their environment, because someone who has a strength persistence and 
patience can show who really they are and show their existance. Second, based on 
the psychoanalytic approach, it shows that persistence and patience can give effect 
to people’s mind. 
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